A short Sheffer stroke identity is shown to be a single axiom for Boolean algebra. The axiom has length 15 and 3 variables. The proof shows that it is equivalent to Sheffer's original 3-basis for the theory. Automated deduction techniques were used to find the proof. The shortest single axiom previously known to us has length 105 and 6 variables.
Introduction
There is an ongoing interest in finding simple axiom systems for various algebras and logics, where simplicity is characterized by the number of axioms in a system or by the lengths of the axioms in a system. In this report, we show that a short Sheffer stroke identity is a single axiom for Boolean algebra. The Sheffer stroke 'j' can be interpreted as the "NOR" operation, xjy = x 0^y0 . In 1913, Sheffer [5] presented the following 3-axiom equational basis (3-basis) for Boolean algebra.
(xjx)j(xjx) = x xj(yj(yjy)) = xjx (xj(yjz))j(xj(yjz)) = ((yjy)jx)j((zjz)jx) In 1969, Meredith [3] presented the following 2-basis for the same theory.
(xjx)j(yjx) = x xj(yj(xjz)) = ((zjy)jy)jx It has been known for some time that single equational axioms (i.e., 1-bases) exist for Boolean algebra, including presentation in terms of the Sheffer stroke. In 1973, Padmanabhan and Quackenbush [4] presented a method for constructing a single axiom for any finitely based theory that has certain distributive and permutable congruences, and Boolean algebra has these properties. However, straightforward application of the method usually yields single axioms of enormous length. McCune [2] used the construction method with a variety of automated deduction techniques to find single axioms of reasonable length for Boolean algebra under a variety of treatments. In particular, an axiom of length 105, with six variables, was found for the Sheffer stroke.
Stephen Wolfram recently brought to our attention [6] a set of 25 Sheffer identities, all of length 15 with 3 variables, that he was investigating as being possible single axioms. His interest in finding simple bases for Boolean algebra arose in work on his project A New Kind of Science [7] .
In this note, we show that the equation
is a single axiom for Boolean algebra in terms of the Sheffer stroke. As a simple corollary, we have that the mirror image of (BA-1),
is also a single axiom, because the mirror image of a Sheffer basis is also a Sheffer basis. Equation (BA-2) is a member of Wolfram's set of 25 Sheffer identities.
The Proof
The proof of Theorem 1 below is presented by way of derivations obtained with the automated deduction system Otter [1] . The Otter proofs are by contradiction. The justification [m ! n] indicates paramodulation from equation m into equation n.
The methods we used to find the Otter proofs involved heavy use of automated deduction techniques. A subsequent report will contain details of the work.
THEOREM 1 Equation (BA-1) is a basis for Boolean algebra in terms of the Sheffer stroke.
Proof. We show that (BA-1) is equivalent to the Sheffer 3-basis f(Sheffer-1),(Sheffer-2),(Sheffer-3)g with two Otter proofs. First we show that (BA-1) is sound by proving it from the Sheffer 3-basis, then we show that it is complete by deriving the Sheffer 3-basis from it. The Sheffer stroke symbol is omitted to save space. and other data related to paper [2] .
www.mcs.anl.gov/AR/otter/ contains information on Otter, including freely downloadable versions of Otter for Unix-like systems, Macintoshes, and Microsoft Windows systems.
